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General productivity: How become waxed and 
wax became a copula*
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Abstract

This article provides an analysis — within the framework of Radical Construc-
tion Grammar — of how become developed into a copula ‘become’ out of an 
original sense ‘arrive’, and wax, originally ‘grow’, also came to be used as a 
copula ‘become’. Importantly, it explains why these verbs successfully became 
fully productive copulas in a very short period of time. It is argued that this 
happened after a pre-copular stage had reached a cognitive threshold value. 
The occurrence of this threshold is related to the fact that the copular construc-
tions featuring become and wax were not the end result of a single diachronic 
lineage of constructions (i.e. one construction developed out of another one, 
one at a time). Instead, the copularization of these verbs was the result of an 
interaction between lineages of constructions, belonging to two groups: (i) 
constructions involving become or wax, which gradually changed and inter-
acted with each other; (ii) constructions involving already existing copulas, 
notably weorðan ‘become’, which provided a generally productive analog upon 
which the newly emerging copulas could graft. Generally, the article calls 
a ttention to the importance of multiple source constructions and thresholds in 
understanding grammaticalization processes and productivity.
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28 P. Petré

1.	 Introduction

The topic of this article is the diachronic development of copular constructions 
involving the Old English verbs becuman (Present-Day English become) and 
weaxan (wax). Both becuman, originally meaning ‘arrive’ (as in [1]), and wea-
xan, originally ‘grow’ (3), became generally productive change of state c opulas, 
that is, they could combine with a great variety of Subject Complements1, in a 
fairly short period of time. Specifically, prior to c1150, becuman was not found 
as a copula at all, but by 1200, it had become a generally productive copula 
(see [2]). Weaxan was found in a copular-like construction already in Old 
E nglish, but only with Subject Complements that expressed predictable results 
of growth processes, such as high in the tree grew high. After about 1300 the 
range of attested Subject Complements for weaxan increased drastically (see 
[4]).

(1) Wit becoman to ðam walle ‘we arrived at the wall.’ (c925)
(2)  Þa bi-com his licome swiðe feble ‘then became his body very weak.’ 

(a1225)
(3)  Weaxeð hraðe feldes blostman ‘quickly grow the flowers of the field.’ 

(?a960)
(4) His wonges waxeþ þunne ‘His cheecks become lean.’ (c1325)

The copularization processes of these verbs constitute instances of grammati-
calization, whereby a lexical item comes to serve a grammatical function in a 
particular construction (see Hopper and Traugott 2003). It is generally a ssumed 
that grammaticalization proceeds in a gradual fashion, by going through a 
s eries of micro-reanalyses, which are often, in turn, motivated by analogy (see 
Traugott and Trousdale 2010a: 6, Traugott and Trousdale 2010b). The fairly 
abrupt leap of becuman and weaxan to highly productive copulas of change 
puts this assumption to the test. I will argue that part of their g rammaticalization 
processes, specifically the category shift from lexical verb to function verb, 
constituted a sudden leap. This leap involved what De Smet (2009) has called 
‘categorial incursion’, the introduction of a word into a new category, which, 
however, already exists by virtue of other members of that category. The cate-
gory shift of these verbs, in this view, is still motivated through analogy, but 
one that involves wholesale copying of the productive potential of the model. 
Crucially, the new copular status of becuman and weaxan is argued not to 
be the end result of a single grammaticalization chain, or what Croft calls a 
single direct lineage (2000: 32–37). Sudden categorial incursion only became 
possible because both becuman and weaxan occurred in multiple constructions 

1.  Following Croft (2001), capitalization of syntactic roles and constructions refers to their 
l anguage-specific status, as assumed in Radical Construction Grammar.
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 29

that interacted with each other in a specific way, resulting in a favourable 
c onstellation.

I will begin with providing some necessary background information in sec-
tion 2. This section starts off by defining copular constructions and copular 
verbs within the framework of Radical Construction Grammar (Croft 2001). 
More than other frameworks, Radical Construction Grammar allows for a uni-
fied account of constructions in which the verb has a linking function, and for 
an adequate representation of the language-specific and multi-causal nature of 
their diachronic development. Next, a definition is given of the concept of 
syntactic productivity, which is based on Barðdal (2008). Then follows a brief 
description of the corpus used. In section 3 the analysis of the first verb, 
b ecuman, is presented. After a brief description of the productivity history of 
copular becuman, an overview is given of the various source constructions that 
contributed to its emergence, and the role of each one is discussed in turn. 
S ection 4 provides a somewhat briefer analysis of the diachrony of copular 
weaxan, also starting with an overview of the productivity of copular(like) 
uses of weaxan. Section 5 summarizes the results and formulates some ques-
tions for further research, concerning the relationship between multiplicity of 
source constructions and non-gradual change and the notion of threshold. It 
also considers the contribution of Radical Construction Grammar to the anal-
ysis, concluding that the central role of analogy and form-function reanalysis 
in a constructionist framework allows for both gradual and non-gradual change.

2.	 Background

2.1. The English Copular Construction: form and meaning

Previous studies have focused on other copulas of change in English, particu-
larly get (e.g. Fleischer 2006) and Old English weorðan ‘become’ (Petré and 
Cuyckens 2008, 2009). In general though, copulas of change have received 
only little attention. Symptomatic of this is the manifest lack of literature on 
the development of English become, despite its high frequency in Present-Day 
English. One possible reason why copulas of change are rarely studied is the 
common restriction of copulas to ‘meaningless markers’ (thus in Stassen 1997; 
Pustet 2003). Such a restriction leaves uninvestigated a no man’s land of ‘semi-
copulas’ like become (a teacher), turn ( pale), grow (old), stay (cool). Radical 
Construction Grammar (Croft 2001), the framework adopted here, allows for 
a more unified account, as it views both these ‘semi-copulas’ and the more 
typical copulas as members of a single category of copulas — or more accu-
rately, each one of them appears to fill the same slot ([CopularVerb]) in a Cop-
ular Construction [NominalPhrase CopV SubjectComplement]. In effect, an 
independently existing word class ‘copula’ does not exist according to Radical 
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30 P. Petré

Construction Grammar. Instead, verbs in a particular language can be labelled 
‘copular’ if they have the appropriate semantics and morphosyntax to fit in the 
so-called ‘copular slot’ of a copular construction. Verbs used in this c onstruction 
in English may then be called (English) Copulas. The basic unit of analysis is 
the construction, and the label ‘Copula’ only applies in a derived way. Verbs 
used in a copular construction are still the same verbs if used in a different 
construction, such as the existential one (e.g. Old English Ic eom ‘I exist’, 
Present-Day English Several problems remain), but then they are no longer 
Copulas. Importantly, this approach also recognizes that Copular Construc-
tions featuring different verbs may have different semantic and formal proper-
ties. For instance, only be seems to be commonly used with there and Subject 
inversion (as in there are ghosts). In line with Croft (2003), it is assumed that 
linking verbs fall in verb(-class)-specific Copular Constructions, much like 
the verbs give, tell, show, offer each instantiate verb-class-specific Ditransitive 
Constructions.

At the same time, these different constructions are also associated at a more 
schematic level, sharing a number of formal and semantic similarities. Like 
any other construction, the schematic (English) Copular Construction is a com-
bination of form and meaning. Its form can be summarily represented as fol-
lows: [SbjNPNOM CopV SbjCompXP( NOM)]. Each of the slots is obligatory. 
[NPNOM] is a slot with nominal morphology related to Subjects, specifically a 
Nominative case. [CopV] can be regarded as a subtype of the Intransitive Verb. 
[XPNOM] is a slot specified by either a preposition or Nominative case on an 
Adjective, Nominal or Participial. On the meaning side, the construction pred-
icates a non-eventive Subject Complement of a non-agentive Subject, and adds 
tense and aspect to it through [CopV].

Instead of designating an action, the Copular Construction describes a state 
or a change of state. The verb used as Copula generally has only one profiled 
participant in its semantic frame (also if used in non-copular constructions), or, 
in traditional terminology, can be used intransitively.2 Verbs that generally 
show these characteristics and therefore can potentially be used in Copular 
Constructions are verbs of position (for example stand ), of motion (becuman 
‘arrive’), or of growing (weaxan ‘grow’).3

The Copula’s main function in the construction is that of adding aspect, 
mood and tense to a non-verbal predicate, each of which can be fairly rich in 
its semantic content. For example, turn in the milk turned sour adds the aspec-
tual semantics of ‘sudden transition into a new state’, which includes, but is 

2.  This also holds for get, whose copular use is to be seen as an extension of an intransitive use 
in which get means ‘arrive at some place’, rather than the ‘have’-sense (see Fleischer 2006). 

3.  Next to intransitive verbs certain originally non-verbal elements, such as demonstrative pro-
nouns, may also develop copular functions (see e.g. the analysis of is in Petré 2010a, chapter 5).
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 31

semantically richer than the mere addition of perfectivity. In adding to the 
s emantic content of the predicate, the Copula co-constitutes the predicate with 
the Subject Complement. Yet the Copula remains semantically subsidiary to 
the Subject Complement. The subsidiary status of the Copula shows through in 
the fact that its semantic contribution cannot be negated by sentential negation 
independently. Thus, negation of (5) can imply that she either became or stayed 
something else than a movie star, but does not normally imply that she already 
was a movie star. Such an implication would require contrastive stress on 
b ecome in the first place (for the role of negation in the focus domain, see 
Lambrecht 1994: 153–154; 218).

(5)  She didn’t become a movie star ( but she {became|stayed} the Hot Dog 
Lady)

In sum, the Copular Construction can be represented as in (6), following 
Croft’s representational conventions (2001: 18):

(6)
SbjNPNOM CopV SbjCompXP(NOM)

NON-ageNt prOcess {prOperty|class}
act Of predicatiON

In running text this representation takes the following form: [[SbjNPNOM CopV 
SbjCompXPNOM] [NON-ageNt prOcess {prOperty|class}]]. In this format, the 
formal part of the construction is enclosed in a first set of square brackets, and 
the semantic part in a second set. Furthermore, information that is irrelevant at 
a particular point in the discussion will be left out rather freely.

The most frequent subtypes of the schematic Copular Construction are the 
Adjectival Copular Construction [[NP CopV AdjP] [NON-ageNt prOcess prOp-
erty]] (e.g. Your baby is adorable; His daughter Mary became insane) and the 
Nominal Copular Construction [[NP CopV NP] [NON-ageNt prOcess class]] 
(e.g. He is a teacher; She became a writer). This holds not only for English, 
but also cross-linguistically. The presence of a copula is motivated by the fact 
that properties and classes usually lack mood, tense and aspect markers which 
are needed to ground the predicate (see e.g. Croft 2001: 86 –102). Both of these 
constructions can occur with copulas that either denote a change of state 
(b ecome, turn) or not (be, remain). Less frequent, but still common, is a third 
construction, the Prepositional Copular Construction, in which the Subject 
Complement is introduced by a preposition (e.g. The frog turned into a hand-
some prince; A mustard seed grew into a bushy tree). Unlike the Adjectival and 
Nominal Copular Construction, this construction is (in English) only found 
with copulas denoting a change of state.
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32 P. Petré

To be distinguished from the Prepositional Copular Construction is the 
L ocational Construction, which features an intransitive verb and a PP (or 
a dverb) indicating a location, as for instance They stood on a bridge or They 
arrived at the airport.4 The Locational Construction is not copular because it 
has two participants (the Subject and a Locational Complement), and because 
human Subjects appearing in this construction are in control of the situation or 
action predicated of them. The construction still shows certain functional and 
formal similarities to the Prepositional Copular Construction. First, a Location 
Complement is similar to a Subject Complement in that both are in focus. An 
example like They didn’t stand on the bridge generally implies that they stood 
somewhere else (unless stand carries contrastive stress). Second, the two con-
structions are formally similar, in that both show the presence of NP, IntrV (of 
which CopV is a subtype), and a PP (which specifies the Subject’s circum-
stances). These similarities are not very surprising, as Prepositional Copular 
Constructions probably develop out of Locational Constructions. This is also 
argued by Stassen (1997: 94 –95), and will be treated in detail below for 
b ecuman.

2.2. Productivity

A central concept for the analysis in this article is that of (syntactic) produc-
tivity. From a conceptual point of view, I adopt the definition established by 
Barðdal (2008). In her comprehensive account of syntactic productivity, she 
breaks down the concept of productivity into two dimensions, high type fre-
quency and semantic coherence, which are inversely related. “Constructions 
high in type frequency need not show a high degree of semantic coherence in 
order to be productive, while constructions low in type frequency must show a 
high degree of semantic coherence in order to be productive” (2008: 9). I will 
refer to productivity mainly fed by one of the two dimensions as geNeral prO-
ductivity and aNalOgical prOductivity respectively. Both dimensions involve 
extensibility of the syntactic construction in question as well as syntactic regu-
larity of the extensions. They differ, however, in their degree of generality: 
syntactic constructions that are productive through high type frequency are 
more general (or more grammaticalized) than syntactic constructions that are 
productive through analogical extension from one concept to a semantically 
related one (Barðdal 2008: 23). While Barðdal treats these two dimensions as 
poles of a productivity cline (2008: 38), it will be seen that, in the case of the 
Subject Complement slot in [weaxan SbjComp], the shift from analogical pro-

4.  A more specific subtype of this construction is the Noncausative Path Resultative (as identified 
by Goldberg and Jackendoff 2004: 540), in which the verb specifies the manner of motion (e.g. 
the ball rolled down the hill ).
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 33

ductivity to general productivity is an abrupt one, suggesting that the cline 
might comprise one or more thresholds rather than being smooth all the way 
down.

Furthermore, whereas Barðdal’s monograph is focused on the productivity 
of syntactic slots independent of lexical items with which they co-occur, this 
article deals with the productivity of a syntactic slot as part of a verb-specific 
construction. Thus, while it is the productivity of the Subject Complement slot 
that is at stake, reference will be made to the productivity of copular becuman, 
weorðan, etc. The reason is that the Copula typically imposes restrictions on 
the productivity of the Subject Complement. For instance, get only takes Ad-
jectival Subject Complements, and Present-Day English wax has lost again the 
general productivity it gained in Middle English and is now only analogically 
productive in the domain of enthusiastic speech (wax eloquent, enthusiastic, 
lyrical, rhetorical, sarcastic, . . .). Similarly, even after becuman had become 
near-synonymous with weorðan ‘become’ in Middle English, a number of dif-
ferences in the types of Subject Complement may still be observed. The most 
striking of these is the higher preference of becuman for nominal Subject 
C omplements (for a more detailed overview, see Petré and Cuyckens 2008). 
These differences may be accounted for by what Traugott (2008: 34) called the 
‘backward pull’ of the respective source constructions of becuman absent in 
weorðan. These observations are in line with the assumptions of Radical 
C onstruction Grammar: the role of Subject Complement is not only language-
specific, but even construction-specific. At the same time, this backward pull 
does not prevent existing Copulas such as weorðan from acting as ‘attractor 
sets’ (Traugott 2008: 33) or analogical models, from which copular becuman 
borrows its productive behaviour, as will be argued in more detail in section 3.

A final important concept related to productivity and in particular its mea-
surement is that of type. For this article, a type is defined as the lemmatized 
head of the Subject Complement Phrase. This way, tokens such as hise men 
‘his men’ and mon ‘man’ both fall under the type man. If a Subject Comple-
ment contains two co-ordinated Subject Complements, as e.g. bycome wonder 
Angry & wroth, they count for two tokens, and for two types, angry and wroth, 
respectively. Their synonymy — both mean ‘angry’ — is irrelevant; types are 
defined on the basis of a shared form.

2.3. The corpus

The material I used is derived from a broad range of corpora and text collec-
tions, specifically YCOE, PPCME2, DOEC, MEC, HC, Arngart (1968), MED, 
ICAMET 2004, and LAEME 2.1 (see references). The token per million word 
count in Tables 2 and 5, and the normalized frequencies of Tables 3 and 4 are 
based on a more systematic subcorpus, called LEON-alfa (see Petré 2010a: 
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34 P. Petré

68–78). It basically tries to enhance comparability between Old English and 
Middle English by reducing West-Saxon predominance (e.g. of Ælfric), by 
introducing more Anglian material in the Old English part, and by introducing 
southern material in the Middle English part (e.g. the Winteney version of 
Benedictine Rule). At the same time it aims at preserving a balance in terms of 
genre, especially by including less well known narrative texts to the early 
M iddle English periods. Table 1 provides the total number of words (excluding 
foreign passages) of periods examined in this article.

References to examples drawn from these corpora use the following format: 
for Middle English, the stencil used by the MED; for Old English, the short 
title used by the DOE, preceded by a manuscript date (and occasionally a date 
of the original), which is taken from the editions used by the DOE.

3.	 The	copularization	of	becuman

3.1. The productivity of copular becuman

Copular becuman appears to have been generally productive from its first 
m anifestation onwards, and signs of a gradual increase of productivity are 
g enerally lacking. Table 2, giving normalized frequencies of becuman in the 
Adjectival or Nominal Copular Construction, shows that copular becuman was 
highly frequent already in 1151–1250, very shortly after its haphazard intro-
duction in texts from about 1125. That copular becuman meets the conditions 
of general productivity is shown by Figure 1, which graphically presents a 
combination of two productivity indices, a combination which is called global 
productivity by Baayen (1992). The Y-axis in this Figure presents the number 
of types in a fixed sample of 100 tokens, which is very high throughout, in 
agreement with the high type frequency requirement posited by Barðdal (2008: 

Table 1. Size of the corpus used

750 –950 951–1050 1051–
1150

1151–
1250

1251–
1350

1351–
1420

1421–
1500

Word size 280541 312290 144101 375019 267956 412492 397194

Table 2. Copular becuman, frequencies per million words

750 –1050 1051–1150 1151–1250 1251–1350 1351–1420 1421–1500

[Becuman 
AdjP|NP]

0 7 165 173 220 70
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 35

9).5 The X-axis provides the productivity rate proposed in Baayen and Lieber 
(1991), which consists of dividing the number of hapax legomena (types that 
occur only once in the sample) by the total number of tokens. Figure 1 clearly 
shows the abrupt switch from the lack of a copular function to a high degree of 
productivity in such a function in 1151–1250, which then remains high 
throughout Middle English. The significant peak for 1251–1350 is probably 
due to the fact that about a quarter of the sample was based on MED-quotations 
from certain texts instead of the texts themselves as continuous units (which 
tend to be more repetitive), a method to which I was forced due to the lack of 
existing electronic corpus resources.

One traditional explanation for this sudden appearance of a highly p roductive 
copula becuman would be an account in the spirit of Lightfoot, according to 
which language change is catastrophic, and the result of reinterpreting the 
adult grammar during first language acquisition (see Lightfoot 1979, 1999). 
However, in the next section I will make a case that copular becuman did not 
come out of the blue, but was instead the result of the coming together of a 
variety of factors.

3.2. Multiple sources in the development of copular becuman

3.2.1. Overview of the development. Prior to the grammaticalization of 
b ecuman as a copula, the verb was already highly frequent, but was exclu-
sively used in a spatial sense ‘arrive’, and in senses directly derived from it. 
The seemingly drastic turnaround of the function of becuman results from the 

5.  The sample sizes are fixed because type frequency is not linearly related to size, which makes 
samples of different sizes harder to compare.

Figure 1. Copular becuman: global productivity (Baayen 1992)
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36 P. Petré

combined effects of multiple source constructions. A first group consists of 
four constructions: (a) the Locational Construction; ( b) the Attainment Con-
struction (Heo becom to soþum wisdome ‘She attained to true wisdom’), 
which developed out of (a) through the metaphor reachiNg a state is arriviNg 
at a lOcatiON; (c) the Happen to Experiencer Construction (Þa us help becwom 
‘Then help came upon us’); (d) the Result Construction (e.g. andetnysse bec-
umeð to hæle ‘confession results in salvation), which emerged as a syntactic 
blend of ( b) and (c). This first group is discussed in detail in section 3.2.2. 
Second, the combination of (a)–(c) with the Depictive Construction (e.g. he 
arrived breathless) provided a formal analog to the Adjectival Copular Con-
struction (he became breathless), as discussed in section 3.2.3. Finally, it is 
argued in section 3.2.4 that the recategorization of becuman as a productive 
Copula depended on the existence of the analog weorðan ‘become’ and its 
verb-specific Copular Constructions. Figure 2 gives a schematic overview of 
the contribution of the various constructions to the eventual emergence of cop-
ular becuman (C. in this figure as well as in Figure 4 stands for Construction).

3.2.2. The Result Construction and its sources. (a) Locational C onstruction. 
From the earliest Old English records and throughout the entire Old English 
period, becuman predominantly means ‘arrive, come to/reach a certain place’. 
This sense continues to be highly frequent (see section 3.2.4, Table 4) up to the 
point at which copular becuman appears and takes over. Moreover, becuman in 
this sense almost always appears in the Locational Construction, i.e., the verb 
is accompanied by a focal destination. This holds, for instance, for (7) and (8), 
and, in general, for 84% of all instances of becuman in Old English.

(7) Cleopung min to ðe becyme.
 call mine to you come:sbjv.3sg

 ‘[May] my call come to You.’ (c825. PsGlA [Kuhn]: 101.1)
(8) Wit becoman to ðam walle.
 we.two arrived at the wall
 ‘We two arrived	at the wall.’ (c925. Bede 5: 13.428.32)

While (7) is the earliest attestation found in Old English, (8) illustrates the 
most prototypical use (comprising 76% of the instances of the Locational 
C onstruction), in which an animate Subject, in control of its own motion and 
having the power to choose its destination, reaches that destination, which is a 
location in concrete space. On the other hand, (3) shows that already from the 
start inanimate Subjects also occurred (24% of the instances of the Locational 
Construction). Inanimacy does not usually affect the sense of becuman very 
much. While the sound of the call in (3) is not itself in control over its motion, 
the caller is, and can still be seen as having called on purpose in the direction 
of the receiver (‘You’).
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38 P. Petré

( b) Attainment Construction ([[NP becuman to NPDAT] [attaiNer〈huMaN〉 a ttaiN 
tO state]]). This construction involves a human Subject that attains to or 
reaches a certain state. It is an extension of the Locational Construction based 
upon the metaphor reachiNg a state is arriviNg at a lOcatiON (Radden 1996: 
435). This metaphorical use is well-attested in both early (see example [9]) and 
late Old English (10), but declines with the emergence of copular becuman.

 (9) Se ðonne to halgum hade becymð.
 he then to holy hood comes
 ‘He then will come/reach	to holiness.’ (c894. CP: 2.31.22)
(10) Witodlice se þe hogað to ricetere to becumene, hwæs
 surely he who strives  to power to come what:geN

 elles cepð he, butan hu he mage þeonde misþeon?
 else:geN buys he except how he may thriving mis-thrive
  ‘Surely he who strives to attain to power, what else does he gain, 

except how he can diminish while thriving?’ (c1075. ChrodR 1: 67.4)

The semantic purport of the Attainment Construction is very similar to that of 
property predication, the type of predication typically expressed by the Adjec-
tival Copular Construction. Those who attain to holiness become holy, and those 
attaining to power, powerful, and the relation between attained states and 
a cquired properties may be described as conceptual metonymy. All the same, 
there remains a clear cognitive-semantic distinction between the Attainment 
Construction and the Adjectival Copular Construction. Changes of state based 
on the cognitive schema underlying the reachiNg a state metaphor are con-
ceptualized as entities moving to the end of their paths. Properly speaking, 
these terminative processes heading towards an often predictable destination 
or end result do not express changes of state at all, since no transitions to a new 
state are involved (cf. Radden 1996: 435). The state reached is not conceptual-
ized as a property of the Subject, but is construed as a second participant, and 
in this respect is unlike an Adjectival Copular Construction in which the pred-
icated property is a proper part of the Subject participant. Given this distinction 
between two- and one-participant-construal, a direct leap from the Attainment 
Construction to the Adjectival Copular Construction is not likely. At best, the 
conceptual proximity between the two may have made the leap to Copular 
Constructions cognitively more accesible.

(c) Happen to Experiencer Construction ([[NPNOM becuman NPDAT] [state 
happeN experieNcer]]). This construction is a subtype of the Happen Construc-
tion. It involves an inanimate Subject and a human Experiencer in the Dative 
case, and becuman in this construction can be translated by ‘come upon, reach 
(attain), befall, happen to’ — depending on how affected the experiencer is. 
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 39

The Happen to Experiencer Construction is also around from the earliest Old 
English texts onwards, as illustrated in (11) and (12).

(11) Hie geðenceað ðara gesælða ðe him
 they think the:geN.pl happiness:geN.pl rel them:dat.pl

 ungeendode æfter ðæm geswincum becuman sculon.
 endlessly after the:dat.pl labour:dat.pl come shall
  ‘They think of the happiness (of Heaven) which should endlessly 

befall them after labour.’ (c894. CP: 52.407.27)
(12) Seo þearlwisnis þæs heardan lifes him ærest of nede becwom
 the austerity the:geN hard:geN life:geN him first of need came
 for bote his synna.
 for amendment his:geN.sg sin:geN.pl

  ‘The austerity of hard life came	upon him first out of necessity for the 
amendment of his sins.’ (c925. Bede 4: 26.350.1)

The Subject is an event in time, or, more accurately, an abstract state which is 
the consequence of such an event (happiness as a consequence of entering 
Heaven). The extension of becuman to Subjects denoting such abstract states 
can be seen either as an application of the metaphor eveNts are MOviNg O bjects, 
or its more specific variant uNcONtrOlled eveNts are eveNts that fall ON ONe 
(as for instance in (12), in which case ‘come upon’ seems a more adequate 
translation than ‘reach’). The path of motion in the source domain corresponds 
to the time scale in the target, the ‘now’ being the location at which the experi-
encer is situated (see Lakoff 1987; Radden 1991: 18; Traugott and Dasher 
2002: 75–78).

(d) Result Construction ([[NPNOM becuman NPDAT to NPDAT][statei result 
e xperieNcer tO statej]]). This construction, via its eventual recategorization as 
a Prepositional Copular Construction, will function as a pivot in the further 
development of copular becuman. It consists of an inanimate Subject, b ecuman, 
an experiencer in the Dative (underlined in the examples), and a PP (i ntroduced 
by to) expressing a certain state (in regular typeface). In many cases, becuman 
in this construction can still be translated as ‘come to a certain state’, similar to 
the function of the PP in the Attainment Construction. However, most exam-
ples translate at least equally well as ‘turn into’.

(13) Seo lease wyriung becymð þam rihtwisum. to eadigre
 the empty curse comes the:dat righteous:dat to happy
 bletsunge.
 blessing
  ‘The empty curse turns to the righteous into a happy blessing.’ 

(c1020[c995]. ÆCHom I, 36: 495.258)
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(14) Gyf hwa þysse wyrte wæstm fæstende þygeð hyt him
 if some this:geN herb:geN fruit fasting tastes hit him
 becymð to frecnysse.
 comes to harm
  ‘If someone fasting tastes the fruit of this herb, it will come/turn to 

him (in)to harm.’ (c1025. Lch I [Herb]: 115.2)

The Result Construction is only found in later Old English, from Ælfric’ 
texts onwards (late tenth century), which suggests that its appearance r epresents 
a genuine diachronic development within Old English.6 Rather than being a 
direct development out of the Locational Construction, it can be accounted for 
as a syntactic blend of ( b) the Attainment Construction and (c) the Happen to 
Experiencer Construction. From the former it inherits a PP that expresses a 
state reached, from the latter the inanimate Subject and the Dative experiencer. 
One may object that the Dative experiencer and the PP of the two source con-
structions both express some kind of obligatory destination, and that it seems 
an anomaly to have two destinations at once. Yet it is likely that only one of 
them was interpreted that way. Possibly in support of this view is the observa-
tion that both complements have formally identical adjunct counterparts, which 
may have blurred their syntactic status. First, a purposive adjunct PP with to 
occurred in Old English, to be translated by ‘as X’. This way, a sentence such 
as (13) could also be interpreted as ‘the empty curse reaches them as a bless-
ing’. Similarly, besides a Dative experiencer complement, Dative benefactive 
(or possessor) adjuncts also occurred. Reading the Dative as an adjunct, (13) 
would translate ‘the empty curse turns for them into a blessing’. Eventually it 
seems to be this second interpretation that gets hold in the minds of speakers of 
Old English, but initially the construction probably involved a certain degree 
of functional and syntactic vagueness, combining the function of either one of 
the adjuncts with the syntax of their complement counterparts.

Crucially, the Result Construction is the first construction to combine an 
inanimate Subject with a PP expressing an end state. This co-occurrence of two 
inanimate entitites potentially enables their identification, which would make 
the construction into an instance of one-participant predication. Such an iden-

6.  To be distinguished are metaphorical instances of the Locational Construction that require a 
Dative possessor, a pattern that is probably inherited from Germanic (see e.g. Barðdal 2004).

 (i) heo [ . . . ] gefylde þæt hire on mod becwom.
  she filled what her in mind came
  ‘She . . . carried out what had come into her mind.’ (c925. Bede 4: 13.292.23)

  The construction in (i) differs from the Result Construction semantically in that the location in 
(i) is clearly distinct from the Subject, functioning as the Subject’s abstract container, and 
formally, in that the preposition is mostly on, and only rarely to.
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tification indeed seems to have taken place in (15), a very late example on the 
verge of Middle English, where becuman translates the Latin Copula fit (see 
(16)).

(15) Seo andetnysse þæs muðes becumeð þære sawle to
 the confession the:geN mouth:geN comes the:dat soul:dat to
 hæle.
 salvation
  ‘The confession of the mouth will result/turn for the soul into 

salvation.’ (c1150. Alc [Warn 35]: 322.230)
(16) Ore autem confessio fit ad salutem
 mouth:abl but confession turns into salvation
  ‘Yet confession through the mouth turns into salvation.’ ([799 × 800]. 

ALCUIN. Virt.vit. 12: 621C)

This process of identification, or the shift from a two-participant construction 
(change of location) to a one-participant construction (change of state) is an 
instance of form-function reanalysis (Croft 2000: 117–121), whereby the 
s emantic component ‘location’ is lost from the Prepositional Object, and, by 
pragmatic inference, the Prepositional Object is analysed as coreferential to the 
Subject. Once this reanalysis has taken place, the construction is — but for the 
verb itself — formally identical to a Prepositional Copular Construction with 
weorðan plus a Dative experiencer, as in (17).

(17) Lociað nu ðæt ðios eowru leaf ne weorðe 
 look now that this your liberty Neg turn.sbjv 
 oðrum monnum to biswice.
 other:dat men:dat to stumblingblock
  ‘Take heed now, lest this liberty of yours turns into a stumblingblock 

to the weak.’ (c894. CP: 59.451.31; based on I Cor 8:9)

On the basis of this identity, the Result Construction was eventually recatego-
rized as a Prepositional Copular Construction on a par with that featuring 
weorðan, which also enabled it to copy its general productivity. From the mid-
twelfth century onwards, we find a number of extensions that may be consid-
ered as the actualization of this recategorization. First, the construction appears 
without any reference to the experiencer, as in (18), on a par with the existing 
Prepositional Copular Construction featuring weorðan, as in (19).

(18) Seo sibb, þe on deofle is, heo becumð to ecere forwyrde.
 the love that in devil is it comes to eternal destruction
  ‘The love that is in the devil, it will turn/result into eternal 

destruction.’ (c1150. Alc [Warn 35]: 117.90)
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(19) He ys geworden nu to wealdgengan
 he is turned now into thief
  ‘He has now turned into a thief.’ (c1075. ÆLet 4 [SigeweardZ]: 1107)

Recategorization and concomitant association with weorðan may also have 
facilitated the extension to human (animate) Subjects, the first instance of 
which is found c1250 (see (20)). Examples such as (20) can no longer be inter-
preted as the original two-participant Result Construction, but have to be read 
as a one-participant construction.

(20) Þii fader bi-com to one childe.
  ‘Your father turned into a child.’ (c1250. Seinte marie leuedi [Trin-C 

B.14.39]: 28.14)

Overall, the development of the Result Construction and its eventual recatego-
rization as a Prepositional Copular Construction on a par with weorðan seems 
to have proceeded in a fairly gradual fashion, in accordance with what is com-
monly assumed in grammaticalization theory. The explanation seems to be that 
becuman’s productivity with its introduction into the Prepositional Copular 
Construction was still restrained by the ‘backward pull’ of its prehistory, i.e. by 
the restrictions present in the original Result Construction and its sources. 
However, once recategorization has taken place, the introduction of becuman 
into the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Constructions may be expected to pro-
ceed far more quickly, and this is indeed what is suggested by the data. More 
arguments for the hypothesis that becuman copied its productive copular status 
from weorðan especially in these constructions will be given in section 3.2.4.

3.2.3. Becuman plus Depictive Construction. Whereas the development of 
the Result Construction eventually leads to its constructional identity with, and 
presumably recategorization as a Prepositional Copular Construction, another 
construction, or more accurately a combination of two constructions, arguably 
provided a formal template for the Adjectival Copular Construction (see also 
Hengeveld 1992, chapter 3). This combination, which occurs throughout Old 
English, is that of a Depictive Phrase/Construction (or ‘current-state’ phrase) 
and any one of the becuman-constructions discussed in the previous section. A 
Present-Day English example of the Depictive Construction is given in (21), 
where breathless expresses the state or quality of the Subject at its arrival.

(21)  I parked, ran to the station and arrived breathless to the platform. 
(Google)

Numerous instances are also found in Old English, twelve of which appear in 
LEON-alfa (for normalized frequencies, see Table 4). An example is given in 
(22).
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(22) Gemun ðu min drihten. þonne ðu mihtig becymst. to ðinum
 Remember you my lord when you mighty become to your
 agenum rice. roderes wealdend.
 own kingdom sky:geN ruler
  ‘Remember (me) you, my Lord, when you arrive mighty at your own 

kingdom, ruler of the sky.’ (c1000. ÆCHom II, 14.1: 146.253)

Depictive Phrases, as they predicate a property of the Subject, are in effect a 
type of Subject Complement. Yet becuman is not a Copula when it occurs with 
such constructions because the verb does not have a linking function, and the 
quality designated by the Depictive Phrase does not result from the change of 
location expressed by becuman (see Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 56; 
Goldberg and Jackendoff 2004: 536). Instead, a Depictive Phrase predicates a 
property of the Subject that originated in some other way, and which can often 
be related to the path followed by that Subject in its process of arriving some-
where. This is obvious in the Present-Day English example (21), in which the 
breathlessness of the speaker is the result of her running mentioned earlier on. 
That the Depictive Phrase in Old English cannot be a complement linked 
through the verb becuman is also made clear by the presence of a Locational 
Complement expressing a destination in (22) (‘your own kingdom’), which 
requires becuman to mean ‘arrive’, not ‘become’.7

While becuman with a Depictive Phrase thus differs in important respects 
from a Copular Construction, they can be formally identical when the destina-
tion remains unexpressed. This is also possible in Old English (see e.g. c995. 
ÆLS (Maur): 89, or (25) below). Also functionally, becuman plus Depictive 
can approximate a Copular Construction, when the property predicated by the 
Depictive Phrase only arises after the Subject has arrived. This is the case in 
(22), where Christ can only attain to the status of roderes wealdend ‘ruler of the 
sky’ after he has actually arrived there. While this relation is one of temporal 
sequentiality, a causal link between the arrival and the property may be prag-
matically inferred, a phenomenon which is common with linguistic items de-
noting temporal posteriority (see e.g. Hopper and Traugott [2003: 82] on the 
development of since from ‘after’ to ‘because’). In this respect, it is striking 
that many of the earliest instances of the Nominal Copular Construction con-
tain the collocation becuman man, which can mean two things ‘(i) become a 
vassal; (ii) become human’. Both these senses are compatible with a sense of 
arrival. This is for instance true for the instantiation of the first sense in (23) 
(and for example (i) of footnote 9), where becoming a vassal requires coming 

7.  In Petré and Cuyckens (2008) it is argued that (22), and two other instances (Met: 1. 75; 
ChristB: 26.820) were early instances of copular becuman. This earlier analysis, however, 
failed to take into account all of the relevant context.
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to the king in person. The involvement of arriving at a destination (the king) as 
a condition for vassalhood is also linguistically encoded in the context of these 
examples, such as coman to him ‘came to him’ in the first clause of (23). Simi-
larly, when becuman man refers to the incarnation of Christ into a human 
b eing, as in (24), this scenario too involves arrival, this time of God on earth.

(23) Ða Wyliscean kingas coman to him & becoman his menn.
 the Welsh kings came to him and became his men
  ‘The Welsh kings came to him [= king Henry I] and became his 

vassals (arrived ( being) his vassals).’ (?c1120. ChronH [Plummer]: 
1114.20)

(24) Soð god bicom for ure helpe soð mon.
 true god became for our help true man
  ‘True God became, for our aid, a real man.’ (a1225[OE]. Lamb.Hom.

VA [Lamb 487]: 127)

Thus, these early instances of the Nominal Copular Construction could per-
haps be seen as having developed out of the Depictive Construction through 
pragmatic inference, by reinterpreting temporal contiguity as causality. That 
the Depictive Construction is in some way connected to the rise of the 
A djectival/ Nominal Copular Construction is also suggested by the fact that 
they are mutually exclusive. Depictive Phrases do not occur any longer once 
becuman is used as a copula. The only instance for the period 1151–1250 
comes from St.Juliana [Bod 34], a text which does not have any instances of 
copular becuman.

While it is thus plausible that the Depictive Construction was one of the 
providers of the surface pattern for the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Con-
struction with becuman, it is not very likely that these constructions arose 
solely on the basis of the Depictive Construction. If this were the case, it is not 
immediately clear why for instance cuman, which is also readily found with 
Depictive Phrases (25), did not break through as a copula in the same way.

(25) And nu ðu sigefæst come, þu gebæde þe to Criste.
 and now you victorious came you prayed yourself to Christ
  ‘And now that you have returned victorious, you prayed to Christ.’ 

(c1000. ÆLS [Agnes]: 339)

Second, it is not clear why, if this pattern formed the basis for reanalysis, this 
reanalysis did not take place earlier, as the pattern is apparently found from 
early Old English onwards (the earliest examples being found in ninth c entury’s 
Orosius [e.g. Or 1: 8.27.5]).

3.2.4. Analogy with weorðan. While both the Result Construction and the 
Depictive Construction can be seen as a source for the development of copular 
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becuman, it was also argued that it is unlikely that they could have brought 
about the sudden category shift into a productive copula on their own. In this 
section, it will be argued that this sudden productivity was the result of the 
i ncreased similarity which becuman developed to the verb weorðan ‘become’ 
(a hypothesis already briefly argued for in Petré and Cuyckens 2008). An 
i mportant trigger that enabled advanced copularization of becuman is thus a 
specific type of analogy, which De Smet (2009) calls categorial incursion, or 
the introduction of a word into a new category, which, however, already exists 
by virtue of other members of that category. In this case, the already existing 
member is weorðan and the Copular Constructions in which it was used. These 
Constructions served as the template for the new uses of becuman. Signifi-
cantly, the categorial incursion by which becuman became a copula did not 
occur at some random point in time, but after the way was paved by the devel-
opment of the Result Construction.

Throughout the Old English period, becuman and weorðan are both used in 
a sense ‘happen, occur’ (becuman also has this sense in [11]–[12]), and the 
o ccurrence of near-synonymous becymð and gewyrð in conjunction in (26) 
suggests that occasionally a cognitive link between becuman and weorðan 
might have been made (either in the writer’s or in the hearer’s mind) when this 
sense was involved.

(26) Gif hwa [ . . . ] gelyfð on heortan, swa hwæt swa he gecwyð,
 if somebody believes in heart so what so he says
 hit becymð and gewyrð.
 hit comes and happens
  ‘If somebody [ . . . ] fervently believes, everything he says, it will 

come/ happen and happen.’ (c1000. ÆHom 8: 91)

At this point, however, the similarity between becuman and weorðan was 
a pparently not a sufficient trigger for becuman to also start copying the copular 
uses of weorðan. A factor that prevented further assimilation may be that the 
senses ‘happen’ and ‘come’ are mostly found with the prefixed verb geweorðan, 
whereas the sense ‘become’ is typical of prefixless weorðan (a distinction lost 
in early Middle English, see Petré 2010a: 100, footnote 47).

The situation changes after becuman developed the Result Construction and 
acquired a sense very close to the ‘turn into’-sense also found for weorðan. 
While it is hard to conceive what direct evidence for a newly emerging cogni-
tive link between becuman and weorðan would look like, the data provide 
textual evidence that such a link emerged. For instance, the occurrence of (27), 
with an unexpected animate Subject, can easily be accounted for through the 
existence of a cognitive association with weorðan occurring in such contexts, 
as in (28):
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(27) To nane þinge ic eam bycuman, & ic hit nyste.
 to no thing I am come and I it Neg.knew
  ‘To nothing [i.e. ‘despicable’] I am become, and I did not know it.’ 

(c1225. BenRW: 7.39.7)
(28) Hwi schulde he forhohien to wurðen to þat þing þat is
 why should he disdain to turn into that thing that is
 iwend upon him?
 formed on him
  ‘Why should he disdain to become/turn into that thing which is 

formed after him?’ (c1225[?c1200]. St.Kath. [1] [Einenkel]: 992)

Not only because of the shift from a two-participant situation (treating the 
destination as a second ‘participant’) into a one-participant situation, also 
b ecause the Result Construction increased in frequency (see Table 4) towards 
late Old English, it can be assumed that the accessibility of an association with 
the Prepositional Copular Construction with weorðan (in Table 3) was made 
easier until a certain accessibility threshold was reached.

Admittedly, the raw numbers for the Result Construction in Table 4 are 
small, with only nine instances of the Result Construction with becuman found 
in LEON-alfa. However, many more examples of the construction can be found 
elsewhere in the Dictionary of Old English Corpus, whose dating corroborates 
the idea that this Construction started in late Old English and increased in 
use simultaneously with coming constructionally closer to the one-participant 
Copular Construction. Taking the semantic evidence and the increasing fre-
quencies together, the increasing similarity between becuman to X ‘come/turn 
into X’ to weorðan to X, may well have played an important part in the recate-
gorization of the Result Construction as a Prepositional Copular C onstruction.

Additional evidence for the hypothesis that analogy with weorðan was 
i nstrumental in the copularization of becuman comes from chronological con-
siderations. Seeing that a clause such as the one in (18) (‘the love, that is in the 
devil, it will turn into eternal destruction’), and which dates from c1150, more 
or less represents a turning point in the development of the sense ‘turn into’, it 
can be assumed that this development, or, in other words, the recategorization 
of becuman in this kind of construction as a Copula, was completed in the sec-
ond half of the twelfth century. Very soon afterwards, becuman is also found 
productively in the Adjectival Copular Construction, as in (29)–(30), and the 
Nominal Copular Construction ([31], as well as [23] and [24]). It can therefore 
be assumed that, once the Result Construction was recategorized as a Preposi-
tional Copular Construction, the Adjectival and Nominal Copular C onstructions 
became available for becuman so soon because a cognitive connection was 
made between the newly developed Prepositional Copular Construction and 
the Copular Constructions featuring weorðan.
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48 P. Petré

(29) He becom ȝehyrsum anan to deaþe.
 he became obedient in-one to death
  ‘He had become obedient all the way to death.’ (c1225. BenRW: 

7.35.28)
(30) Þa bi-com his licome swiðe feble.
 Then became his body very weak
  ‘Then became his body very weak.’ (a1225[OE]. Lamb.Hom.VA 

[Lamb 487]: 47)
(31) Seðen hie henen wenden atlai þat lond unwend [ . . . ], and
 since they hence went lay that land unused and
 swo bicam wildernesse.
 so became wilderness
  ‘Since they went away the land lay unused [ . . . ], and so became a 

wilderness.’ (a1225[?a1200]. Trin.Hom. [Trin-C B.14.52]: 163)

While the Depictive Construction might have played a part in the emergence 
of the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction featuring becuman,8 such 
a cognitive connection between the Prepositional Copular Construction and 
the newly appearing Adjectival and Nominal Copular Constructions through 
the availability of a template verb such as weorðan would considerably facili-
tate the copularization of becuman. Similarly, analogy with weorðan can be 
perceived in other early instances too. For instance, (23), featuring becoman 
his men ‘became his vassals’, is possibly directly based on (32), and (24), fea-
turing the expression becom soð man ‘become a real human being’ on (33) 
( becom in [29] also replaces an instance of weorðan in the Old English source 
copy, for which see footnote 8).

(32) Se cyng Melcolm to uran cynge com & his man
 the king Malcolm to our king came and his vassal
 wearð.
 became

8.  It is likely that the Depictive Construction provided the surface pattern for (29), where to 
deaþe might still be seen as the destination (albeit an abstract state in this case) associated with 
the sense of arrival original to these constructions. That becom here is a copula nevertheless is 
made clear both by the Latin source, in (i), and the Old English version, in (ii), both of which 
have copulas.

  (i) Factus	est obediens patri usque ad mortem
  ‘He had	been obedient to the father all the way to death.’ (BenR: 7 [source: Phil 2: 8])
 (ii) He wearð gehyrsum toþi, þæt he willes deað þrowade.
   ‘He had become obedient to the extent that he willfully endured death.’ (c1025. BenR: 

7.26.12)
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General productivity: How become waxed and wax became a copula 49

  ‘The king Malcolm came to our king and became his vassal.’ 
(c1121[1091]. ChronE: 1091.35)

(33) Se ælmihtiga Godes sunu [ . . . ] wearð gesewenlic mann.
 the almighty god:geN son became visible man
  ‘The almighty son of God became a visible man.’ (c1020[c995]. 

ÆCHom II, 1: 4.35)

The clearest indication that becuman was perceived as nearly synonymous to 
weorðan from Early Middle English onwards, and could be used with the same 
degree of productivity, is found in (34), where the predicate, with becuman as 
Copula, is repeated a second time with weorðan.

(34) Þe gastelich lif bigunnen i þe hali gast beoð bicumene
 the spiritual life begun in the Holy Spirit is become
 al fleschliche, al fleschliche iwurðen . . .
 all fleshly al fleshly become laughing light behaved
  ‘The spiritual life begun in the Holy Spirit has become completely 

carnal, become completely carnal . . .’ (c1230. Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 
58.2)

3.3. Interim summary

I have argued that three largely independent phenomena converged in the cop-
ularization process of becuman. First, the Locational Construction featuring 
becuman led to the Result Construction, which eventually was recategorized 
as a Prepositional Copular Construction. Second, there was the availability of 
the Depictive Construction, which was argued to be a provider of the surface 
pattern also found in the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction. Third, 
weorðan probably provided an important analog for becuman, occurring fre-
quently in the Prepositional, Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction. It 
might have helped the Result Construction to take its final leap to a Preposi-
tional Copular Construction, and very likely facilitated the spread of becuman, 
once this leap was taken, to the Adjectival and Nominal Copular Construction. 
Importantly, all these factors come together in the twelfth century. This is also 
the century which witnesses the abrupt introduction of a productive Copula 
becuman.9

9.  In addition to language-internal developments, contact with Old French probably helped the 
new copular function of becuman to propagate. The copular use of Old French devenir is 
found already in the tenth century, as in Quœ donc deveng anatemaz ‘who then becomes a 
condemned one’ (c980. Vie de saint Léger: 124; also ‘devenguz’, line 156; see http://www
.cnrtl.fr/etymologie/devenir [18.05.2010]). The idiomatic expression becuman man ‘become 
a vassal’ in particular may be a calque from Old French, as suggested by a comparison be-
tween Layamon’s Brut and its source, Wace’s Le Brut (Arnold 1938):
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50 P. Petré

4.	 The	copularization	of	weaxan

4.1. The productivity of resultative and copular weaxan

The most conspicuous parallel to becuman is the productivity history of wea-
xan. In the case of becuman, its copular use was highly productive right from 
its first introduction. In the case of weaxan, a resultative use identical in form 
to the copular one is already found from the earliest Old English texts, but 
there is a huge increase in the productivity of this formal pattern in the transi-
tion from the period 1151–1250 to 1251–1350, and this may be considered to 
mark the beginning of a true copular use of weaxan. Table 5 and Figure 3 give 
the same calculations as those given for becuman in Table 2 and Figure 1. In 
Figure 3, the data for the periods 751–1250 are conflated in order to provide a 
better comparison, which is at its lowest, however, with only 22 tokens found 
throughout these four centuries.

It is noteworthy that the productivity degree of copular weaxan not only 
s uddenly exploded, similar to what happened to copular becuman, but that the 
actual productivity rates of both verbs in the copular construction after this 
explosion are very similar as well.

4.2. Copularization of weaxan: direct lineage plus facilitating constructions

4.2.1. Overview. In all Old-Germanic languages, weaxan is primarily used 
independently, without any adjuncts (such as a locational adverbial), as for 
instance in (35).

(35) Ðonne smolte blæwð suðan and westan wind under
 when softly blows from-south and from-west wind under

  (i) Þeos swiken gunnen ride; [ . . . ] to Beline kinge. [ . . . ] & his men
  these traitors began ride to Belin king and his men
  bicome
  became
   ‘These traitors then rode; [ . . . ] to Belin King, [ . . . ] and became his vassals.’ 

(a1275[?c1200]. Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 2728)
 (ii) E Gudlac mandé li aveit [ . . . ] Ke de Belin s’enor
  and Guthlac handed himself had so-that of Belin his’praise
  tendreit, E sis huem liges devendreit.
  gain:sbjv and his man liege become:sbjv

   ‘And Guthlac [= the traitors’ leader] had handed himself over [ . . . ] so that he would 
gain the praise of Belin, and become his liegeman.’ ([c1155]. Wace Roman de Brut: 
2580 –2584)

  It should be noted though, that it is not likely that copular becuman is a wholesale loan transla-
tion of French devenir, given the general absence of loan translations of verbs in the domain 
of function words.
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 wolcnum, þonne weaxeð hraðe feldes blostman.
 clouds then grow quickly field:geN blossoms
  ‘When softly from south and west the wind blows below the sky, then 

soon will grow the flowers of the field.’ (?a960. Met: 6.9)

Apart from this literal sense, in which weaxan refers to the growth of fauna and 
flora, already at this stage the verb had extended to various more abstract types 
of growth, meaning, among other things, ‘increase or expand in size (of inani-
mate things in general, e.g. water)’ or ‘increase (in honour, power, wealth . . .)’ 
(see BT for a detailed list of Old English senses, and the MED for Middle 
English).

In addition to these independent uses five types of	constructions are associ-
ated with weaxan in Old and early Middle English, which all play a part in the 
eventual emergence of a generally productive copula weaxan during the sec-
ond half of the thirteenth century. Dictionaries do not usually treat these syn-
tactic patterns in any detail. They can be divided into two groups. The first and 
most important group consists of two related resultative constructions. Unlike 
becuman, the copularization of weaxan is to a certain extent the result of a 
d irect lineage starting with these resultatives. The first one, the Noncausative 
Property Resultative, has an AdjP or NP as a resultative phrase (e.g. the tree 
waxed high), the second one, the Noncausative Path Resultative, a PP (e.g. the 

Figure 3. Resultative and copular weaxan, global productivity (Baayen 1992)

Table 5. Resultative and copular weaxan, frequencies per million words

750 –1050 1051–1150 1151–1250 1251–1350 1351–1420 1421–1500

[Weaxan 
AdjP|NP]

9 7 21 157 128 100
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52 P. Petré

seed waxed into many fruits). These resultative constructions are the ungram-
maticalized predecessors of Copular Constructions expressing change of state, 
and at this stage still preserve the semantics of weaxan to the full. Correspond-
ingly, they are limited in their degree of productivity, only allowing resultative 
phrases that are semantically contingent upon the event type expressed by the 
verb. Both constructions are discussed in section 4.2.2. The second group (sec-
tion 4.2.3) consists of two types of adjuncts combined with weaxan that profile 
the growth process as a whole. The first type expresses amount of growth (e.g. 
more and more), the second type of growth (e.g. in length). It is argued that 
both of these facilitated the leap of weaxan into productive copulahood. F inally, 
though less clearly so than in the case of becuman, there are indications that the 
switch of weaxan to a productive Copula was also dependent on its association 
with existing generally productive copulas such as weorðan or becuman (which 
had also reached that status by then). Overall, this second case corroborates the 
hypothesis that the emergence of general productivity in a new syntactic envi-
ronment or construction, while being prepared through a number of g radual pro-
cesses, may take the appearance of a sudden turn after a threshold of analogical 
productivity and subsequent similarity with existing copulas has been crossed.

Figure 4 provides a schematic overview of all the constructions involved. A 
timeline has not been drawn this time, as chronology is overall less clear in this 
case than with becuman.

4.2.2. Resultative constructions featuring weaxan. (a) Property Resultative 
Construction ([[NP weaxan SbjCompNOM] [eNtity grOw result]]). Throughout 
Old English, weaxan already occurs in what Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004) 
call the ( Noncausative) Property Resultative. Unlike for example weorðan if 
used in Copular Constructions in Old English, resultative weaxan at this stage 
preserves its semantics to the full.

At first the only Adjective found in this construction is heah ‘high’, with 
three instances found in the DOEC, two of which are given in (36) and (37).

(36) Hit on holte hyhst geweaxe.
 it in grove highest grow:sbjv.3sg

 ‘In the grove it [= the tree] would grow highest.’ (?a960. Met: 13.51)
(37) . . . hi hige gelicast þam þe on huses þæce heah
  they hay:dat.N like:est the:dat.N rel on house:geN roof high
 aweaxeð.
 grows
  ‘(May) they ( be) most like hay that on the roof of a house grows high.’ 

(c1030[?c950]. PPs: 128.4)

From Late Old English onwards, weaxan is somewhat productive in this con-
struction. Specifically, four other Adjectives occur, which can be explained as 
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innovative analogical extensions built on the model of weaxan heah. These are 
grenu ‘green’, strang ‘strong’, unheorlic ‘fierce (of the wind)’ (38) and mani-
fealdlice ‘manifold’ (39).

(38) To þæs unheorlic se wind geweox þæt he þara 〈ura〉
 to that:geN fierce the wind grew that it the:geN.pl our:geN.pl

 getelda monige afylde.
 tent:geN.pl many:acc.pl felled
  ‘To such a degree the wind grew fierce, that it felled many of our 

tents.’ (c1000. Alex: 30.3)
(39) Weaxen hi manifealdlice on eorþan.
 grow.sbjv.3pl they manifold on earth
 ‘May they grow manifold on earth.’ (c1025. Gen 48: 16)

The single occurrence in the DOEC of an NP in the Noncausative Property 
Resultative, given in (40), is probably also such an innovative extension. Here, 
the participle geweaxen is the main verb of the clause (wearð being the auxil-
iary of the perfect), and man a Subject Complement. The construction needs to 
be distinguished from a phrase like geweaxen man ‘full-grown man’, in which 
geweaxen is used attributively, and which is also found in other Germanic 
l anguages.

(40) Se hælend crist syððan he to þisum life com. & man
 the Saviour Christ after he to this life came and man
 wearð geweaxen.
 was grown
  ‘[= kind of introductory heading] (About) the Saviour Christ after he 

came to this life [= was born], and had grown a man.’ (c1020[c995]. 
ÆCHom I, 19: 325.1)

In all these cases, the results expressed by these Adjectives (and the one Noun) 
are entirably predictable outcomes of the kind of growth involved. In construc-
tionist terms, the Noncausative Property Resultative Construction with weaxan 
is in Old English largely compositional, consisting of the transparent juxtapo-
sition of a verb and an adjective, which automatically results in the right inter-
pretation. This differentiates it from the Copular Construction, in which the 
construction itself deprofiles the lexical content of the verb (in this case ‘grow-
ing’), and profiles the aspectual value that is implied by that lexical content, i.e. 
‘(gradual) change of state’, thus promoting the verb to a regular Copula with 
general productivity.10

10.  While Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004) do not mention the Copular Construction with 
change of state verbs as a separate construction, they do make a distinction between verbs 
that happen to be used in the resultative construction and ‘lexical resultatives’ such as 
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( b) The Noncausative Path Resultative Construction ([[NP weaxan to|oð NP] 
[eNtity MOve〈means: grOw〉 up_tO liMit]]). Closely related to the Noncausative 
Property Resultative is the Noncausative Path Resultative featuring weaxan 
(and see Goldberg and Jackendoff 2004: 540). In this construction weaxan 
designates the movement of the boundaries of the growing entity up to some 
end location. This location is introduced by a preposition, either oð ‘up to’ (41), 
(up) to ‘up to’ (42) or into (43).

(41) Þæt wæter weox oþ mannes swuran.
 the water grew until man:geN neck:acc

  ‘The water grew up to the neck of the man.’ (c1000. LS 1.1 
[AndrewBright]: 277)

The construction can be seen as a subtype of the Locational Construction, in 
which the verb also contains information on the manner of motion. In addition 
to its spatial use, which involves two participants (a Subject and a Location), 
the process of growth can also reach an endpoint in time. The overall meaning 
then becomes ‘grow up to a certain state, reach a certain state, change into’. An 
Old English example is given in (42), an early Middle English one in (43). 
Interestingly, a manuscript variant of (43) from the same dialect area has a dif-
ferent construction, literally ‘out of a drop grows a great flood’ (?c1225. Ancr. 
[Cleo C.6] 1, II: 61). This suggests that the Noncausative Path Resultative 
Construction was not yet generally considered grammatical.

(42) Hi seowan heora land of þan ilcan corne and hit weox
 they sew their land of the same corn and it grew
 heom to manigfealdum wæstmum.
 them:dat to manifold fruits
  ‘They sew their land with the same seed and it grew to them into many 

fruits.’ (a1200(?c1100). LS 29 [Nicholas]: 233)
(43)  From soþ hit slit to fals, ut of god into sum uvel, from meosure into 

u nimete, ant of a drope waxeð into a muche flod, þe adrencheð þe sawle.
  ‘From true it [= too much talking] slides to false, out of good into some 

evil, from moderation into excess, and from a drop (it) grows into a 
great flood, which drowns the soul.’ (c1230. Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 41.12)

In this use, the Prepositional Object refers to the same participant as the Sub-
ject, and the construction comes close to a Prepositional Copular Construction. 
However, similar to the Noncausative Property Resultative, it is still a trans-
parent collocation of a verb of growth and its predictable result. Until the 

b ecome, which show restrictions on the kind of resultative phrases (i.e. my Subject Comple-
ments) they can take that are no longer compositionally transparent.
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f ourteenth century, the Noncausative Path Resultative Construction remains 
rare and restricted to predictable outcomes. Only then the construction seems 
to have become more entrenched in the language community, and extends to 
r esultative phrases that are hard to reconcile with the idea of (gradual) growth, 
as in (44).

(44) He wex to a werwolf wiȝtly þerafter.
  ‘He ?grew/turned into a werewolf immediately afterwards.’ (a1375. 

WPal. [KC 13]: 140)

While there are less indications than in the case of becuman, it seems likely 
that at this stage this construction with weaxan was recategorized as a Preposi-
tional Copular Construction through analogy with weorðan. Pointing in this 
direction is the presence of the time adverb meaning ‘immediately’ (wiȝtly) in 
(44). Immediate changes are highly typical of weorðan (see Petré 2010b), but 
are semantically considerably removed from the concept of growth.

4.2.3. Constructions enhancing the extensibility of resultative weaxan. In 
this section I discuss two adjuncts that co-occurred with weaxan, each of 
which has a semantic potential upon which Subject Complements in the newly 
emerging Copular Construction involving weaxan could graft, increasing its 
productivity.

(a) Weaxan + NP/Adv profiling the amount of growth. Among various kinds of 
adjuncts that express amount of growth (e.g. the Accusative ane ælne ‘one el’ 
in [50]), one adjunct in particular was probably a source for the introduction 
of various comparative Adjectival Resultatives. This is the idiom more and 
more and variations like the longer the more. Originally, this expression was 
clearly adverbial, and referred to the incremental nature of growth, as in (45), 
where mare & mare translates the Latin adverb paulatim ‘gradually, little by 
little’.

(45) Ðæt leoht wæs weaxende mare & mare.
 ‘The light was increasing more and more.’ (c925. Bede 5: 13.428.19)

However, in early Middle English examples are found that can also be inter-
preted adjectivally, with more and more referring to the increasing size of 
the Subject, to be translated ‘greater and greater’. An adjectival reading, for 
instance, seems likely in (46), though an adverbial one is also possible.

(46) Aȝeines ȝiscunge is his muchele pouerte þe wox eauer up on
 against greed is his great poverty that grew ever up in
 him mare & mare.
 him more and more
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  ‘Against greed stands His great poverty, which ever grew up in him 
more and more|greater and greater.’ (?c1225 Ancr. [Cleo C.6] 1, II: 189)

In an adjectival reading of mare & mare as ‘greater and greater’, the entire 
p attern [weaxan more and more] is recategorized as an instance of the already 
existing Noncausative Property Resultative Construction, on the basis of the 
formal and functional analogy — or intraference (Croft 2000: 148) — between 
the two. Following the recategorization, the pattern was extended to new com-
parative Adjectives, which increased the range of possible resultative phrases 
in the Noncausative Property, and sometimes showed a lower degree of pre-
dictability on the basis of the growth process. As a consequence, the entire 
construction draws nearer to a productive Copular Construction.

A first such extension is the appearance of a single, adjectival more ‘bigger’, 
as in (47), where an adverbial reading of more (‘?more’) seems doubtful.

(47) Sunne is ðes deofles feih [ . . . ] & euer so ðe mon
 sin is the:geN devil:geN money and ever so the man
 lið lengre in his sunne so ðe gauel waxeð more of pine 
 lies longer in his sin so the interest grows more of torment
 ine purgatorie.
 in purgatory
  ‘Sin is the devil’s money [ . . . ], and as the man lies longer in his sin, 

so the interest of torment in purgatory grows bigger.’ (a1250. Ancr. 
[Nero A.14]: 147.20)

Interestingly, more is absent in the two other early manuscripts of the Ancrene 
Riwle (Cleo C.6 and Corp-C 402). Similar to what was observed for the Non-
causative Path Resultative Construction, such manuscript variation suggests 
that the construction with comparative Adjectival Resultatives was not yet a 
generally accepted pattern in the thirteenth century.

From clauses such as that in (47) it is only a small step to other Adjectives 
in the comparative, such as weaxan herre ‘grow higher’ in (48) or eldere 
‘older’ in (49) — which mirrors (47) in that it likewise contains an implicit 
comparison (the older, the poorer).

(48)  Þe hulles þe beoþ lahre, [ . . . ] he leapeþ over ham, forbereþ ham, ant 
forbuheþ aþet ha waxen herre, from hulles to dunes.

  ‘The hills that are lower [= representing vices], [ . . . ] he leaps over 
them, shuns them, and avoids [them] until they grow higher, from hills 
into mountains.’ (c1230[?a1200]. Ancr. [Corp-C 402]: 194.16)

(49) Bote swa þu eldere wex; swa þu pourere was.
 But so you older grew so you poorer were
  ‘But the older you grew, the poorer you were.’ (a1250. Wooing Lord 

[Tit D.18]: 277)
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In sum, these comparative resultative Adjectives start to occur more frequently 
just before the leap to general productivity in the period 1251–1350 (with 6 
examples in about 500,000 words of running text searched for 1151–1250 
against only 1 in the 3,000,000+ words DOEC covering the three preceding 
centuries), and the timing of this increase in frequency again suggests that this 
analogical extension contributed to the copularization of weaxan.

( b) Weaxan + PP profiling the type of growth. A second type of adjunct c onsists 
of a PP expressing the type of growth. This adjunct, while not an immediate 
source construction, may still have facilitated the introduction of predicative 
Adjectives. Sentence (50) contains two late Old English examples in which 
weaxan is used in its literal sense of the growing of plants, the first one p rofiling 
‘length’ as the relevant growth type, the second one ‘size’.

(50) Heo [ . . . ] hæfden ane ælne iwæxen on lenge & oðre on
 they had one el grown in length and another in
 græte.
 size
  ‘They [= the three trees] had grown [ . . . ] one el in length and another 

in size.’ (c1150. LS 5 [InventCrossNap]: 330)

The type of growth expressed can be more abstract, as in (51).11 Abstract types 
like these might have facilitated the formation of a clause like (52), featuring 
the Adjective healicor ‘more exalted (lit. higher)’.

(51) . . . þa þa he mid þam ælmihtigan Gode eallunga weox on
  then when he with the almighty God completely grew in
 endebyrdnysse samod & on þeawum godra dæda.
 rank together and in services good:geN.pl deed:geN.pl

  ‘. . . when he in the company of the almighty God in all respects grew 
both in rank and also in the services of good deeds. (c1025[c890]. 
GD 1 [H]: 9.67.23.758)

(52) He wolde þæt 〈his〉 lof þe healicor weoxe.
 he wished that his renown the highlier grew:sbjv.pst.3sg

  He wished that his renown would grow more exalted.’ (c970. HomS 10 
[BlHom 3]: 33.130)

Similarly, compare (53) to (54), from the same manuscript.

(53) Þa wæx hit swi〈ðe〉 on land & on gold & on seolfer.
 then grew it much in land and in gold and in silver

11.  An early example of this abstract use can already be found in the Gothic Bible (Col 1: 10) 
(source: Wulfila Project). 
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  ‘Then it [= Peterborough] increased much in land and in gold and in 
silver.’ (c1131. Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.1052)

(54) On his time wæx þet abbodrice Medeshamstede swiðe
 in his time grew the monastery Medeshamstede very
 rice.
 rich
  ‘In his time the monastery Medeshamstede grew very rich.’ (c1131. 

Peterb.Chron. [LdMisc 636]: an.656)

When a monastery waxes in gold, the result will be that it is rich. Through a 
metonymic association between the expression of the growth process (increase 
in gold ) and its endpoint, type of growth adjuncts might also have served as 
input for Adjectives such as rich or more exalted, whose semantics are no 
l onger the predictable result of the process of increase designated by weaxan 
itself.

4.2.4. Weaxan as a productive Copula. In section 4.2.2 early occurences 
of predicative AdjPs, NPs or PPs were analysed as extensions of two types of 
Resultative Constructions. Most of the early Adjectives are probably to be seen 
as analogical extensions of the available Resultatives with heah ‘high’ and the 
like. However, by 1250, the availability of these extensions in combination 
with the contribution of the constructions discussed in section 4.2.3 brought 
weaxan on the brink of productive copulahood. The real leap to a productive 
Copula was taken during the period 1251–1350, which witnessed an enormous 
expansion of the range of available Adjectival and (to a lesser extent) Nominal 
Subject Complements. Some of the new collocations are still related to growth, 
showing that the productivity of Copular Constructions with weaxan is still 
restrained to some extent by its association to its sources. For instance, while 
wax red and clean ‘become red and clean’ in (55) is in isolation not in any 
obvious way related to growth, the context still evokes the idea of new flesh 
growing where there has been a fistulous wound previously.

(55) And þan do ilka day of þe puder in þe holes of þe
 and then do each day of the powder in the holes of the
 festre [ . . . ]tyl þou se þe flex es waxe red and clene.
 fistula till you see the flesh has grown red and clean
  ‘And then put each day some of the powder in the holes of the fistula 

[ . . . ] till you see that the flesh has become red and clean.’ (c1330. 
Second Corpus Compendium: 137 [MEMT])

Many other newly attested collocations in this period, though, cannot any 
l onger be related to growth: wax wet ‘grow wet [of wounds]’ (a1300), wax blo 
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‘become leaden-coloured [of a dead body’s hue]’ (a1300), wax wan ‘grow 
pale’ (a1300), wax aslept [= participle of verb aslepen] ‘fall asleep’ 
(c1330[?c1300]), wax wood ‘mad’ (c1330[?c1300]), wax ashamed (c1350), 
wax dry (c1350).

Towards the end of the thirteenth century [weaxan SbjComp] had became so 
entrenched that an association can be assumed to have emerged with produc-
tive Copulas of change such as becuman and weorðan, and that this association 
in turn enabled the pattern to explode in productivity in a very short period 
of time, turning weaxan into a proper Copula. One instance illustrating how 
weaxan might have been influenced by weorðan was given in (44), which 
e xpressed a sudden change, the kind of change typical of weorðan. Another 
indication is the high incidence of weaxan with Subject Complements express-
ing emotions, another characteristic it shares with weorðan (see Petré and 
Cuyckens 2008, 2009), and many Subject Complements can be found either 
with weorðan (56) or weaxan (57).12,13

(56) Ðo sag iacob laban wurð wroð.
 then saw Jacob Laban got angry
  ‘Then Jacob saw that Laban got angry.’ (a1325[c1250]. Gen.& Ex. 

[Corp-C 444]: 1735)
(57) Sadok in hert wex wroþ.
 Sadok in heart grew angry
 ‘Sadok grew fervently angry.’ (c1330(?a1300). Guy(2) [Auch]: 426)

As a result, weaxan developed into a generally productive Copula when all 
these factors came together by 1300 — so in less than half a century — , and 
could freely combine with all kinds of Subject Complements that can no longer 
be seen as the natural endpoints of some sort of increase or growth.

12.  A trigger which might have made weaxan replace weorðan in contexts such as these is the 
theory of humorism, according to which there were four essential fluids in a human body, the 
humors, which were seen as increasing and decreasing, and which, if one of them was present 
in excess, were responsible for emotional instability and disease (see Geeraerts and Gronde-
laers 1995 for the linguistic relevance of this theory). While this theory originated in the 
second century B.C., it probably first became popular outside the circle of specialists in the 
course of the thirteenth century. For instance, Gevaert (2007: 262–263) argues that the 
h umorist metaphor aNger as the heat Of a fluid iN a cONtaiNer peaks about 1300.

13.  An anonymous reviewer pointed out that a copular-like construction with vaxa is also found 
in Icelandic, as for example honum.DAT vex reiði ‘he becomes angry’. If this construction 
already existed in Old Norse, it may have exerted an influence on English, even if the dative 
case of the subject calls for caution. To my knowledge, copular uses of cognates of weaxan 
do not occur in other Germanic languages, and none were found in either Gothic or in the Old 
High German KALIKorpus.
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5.	 Summary	and	theoretical	discussion

The point of departure for this article was the observation that both becuman 
and weaxan, once they were used as copulas, showed general productivity in 
this function from the start. In both cases, a close look at the data showed that 
this seemingly abrupt introduction of their copular function did not appear from 
nowhere.

In the case of copular becuman, its high degree of productivity right from its 
introduction is probably not to be explained by a single mechanism of l anguage 
change such as, for instance, reanalysis. Instead, the simultaneous occurrence 
of various factors brought about a constellation out of which copular becuman 
emerged. The availability of a great variety of constituents that could serve 
as an input for copular subject complements, such as the PPs in the evolving 
Locational Construction, the AdjPs (and NPs) in the Depictive Construction, 
and the highly productive template provided by weorðan, constituted a varied 
range of input for the new copular use of becuman.

In the case of weaxan, though its introduction in the Copular Construction 
can be seen as the end result of a grammaticalization process out of the Non-
causative Property Resultative and Noncausative Path Resultative, the abrupt 
increase in productivity of weaxan shows that this grammaticalization process 
did not proceed gradually and smoothly as might be expected from other case 
studies on grammaticalization (as e.g. Traugott 1989). To account for this 
abruptness, it was argued that the leap into a generally productive Copula was 
facilitated by the recategorization of more and more and the extension of this 
pattern, as well as by adjuncts expressing type of growth, which provided 
s emantic input for new Subject Complements. Together, these factors made the 
resultative constructions featuring weaxan cross a certain threshold in the thir-
teenth century, after which they suddenly extended to a great number of Sub-
ject Complements whose semantics was no longer predictable on the basis of 
the growth process — which itself was backgrounded in the construction — , 
with weaxan becoming a Copula as a result. Finally, it was suggested that wea-
xan could attain to this status in such a short time because, once this threshold 
was crossed, weaxan became sufficiently similar to existing Copulas such as 
weorðan and becuman, that it could graft upon these verbs to become generally 
productive itself.

In sum, the analysis has brought to attention two phenomena that have not 
yet received a lot of attention in grammaticalization studies. First, it has been 
argued that attraction between constructions can only occur if a certain thresh-
old of similarity has been crossed. I believe that this concept of threshold may 
be of major importance in determining why certain similarities lead to change 
at a specific point in time and others do not. No operationalized definition of 
this concept has been proposed in this article, largely because the data were too 
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limited to attempt such an operationalization. Future research, and many more 
case studies, will hopefully lead to a better understanding of it. Second, the 
case studies have also shown that certain developments can best be explained 
by appealing to multiple source constructions. Again, this raises an interesting 
question for further research, namely to what extent leaps in productivity, or 
instances of sudden recategorization, are conditioned by the convergence of 
multiple changes.

From the point of linguistic theory, the present analysis also offers some per-
spectives on the added value of Radical Construction Grammar for grammati-
calization studies. A first asset of this framework is the principled way in which 
it can model analogical extension. Radical Construction Grammar assumes 
that constructions, as form-meaning pairings, are associated with each other in 
a network through shared similarities. The omnipresence of such associative 
links is considered to be an important principle in the synchronic organization 
of grammar. The perception and entrenchment of analogies makes it possible 
to parse new input, as well as to coin new utterances on the basis of stored pat-
terns. Importantly, the same analogical principles can also be seen to operate in 
language change (see De Smet 2009: 1731, Joseph 1992). Two types of anal-
ogy can be distinguished, functional analogy (intraference) of which the meta-
phorical extension from Locational Construction to Attainment Construction 
is an example, and formal analogy, which is for instance present between 
[b ecuman Depictive Phrase] and the Adjectival Copular Construction with 
weorðan. When formal and functional similarity co-occur, this opens up the 
possibility of categorial incursion, the massive type of analogical extension 
witnessed in the final step of the copularization of becuman and weaxan.

A second asset is that Radical Construction Grammar can also account for 
analogy as partial similarity, and for the gradual approximation of certain verbs 
and subsequent recategorization. Throughout the analysis, verbs if used as 
linkers have been considered markers of independent verb-specific construc-
tions. At the same time, they are hypothesized to be associated to each other via 
a schematic Copular Construction on the basis of functional and formal simi-
larities that exist between them to a sufficient degree. By the same token, the 
gradual increase of similarity between becuman/weaxan and weorðan is suffi-
cient to explain their eventual recategorization, on the condition that a certain 
threshold in the degree of similarity is crossed. The generally productive 
C opular Constructions featuring weorðan function as ‘attractor sets’ in this 
process. A non-constructionist approach, according to which lexicon and syn-
tax largely reside in separate linguistic modules, has difficulties to accomodate 
for analogical steps that combine formal and functional analogy. Category shift 
within such frameworks is usually treated as syntactic reanalysis (see e.g. 
Lightfoot 1979, 1999). However, in this view, it is not clear why a syntactic 
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pattern would be an ‘attractor’ of a different pattern, since the functions to 
which these patterns are put are not inherently related to their form.

Finally, Radical Construction Grammmar allows constructions that are 
r elated to store certain shared properties independently. This explains how the 
new Copular Constructions may remain associated (at least for a while) with 
their source constructions, and be restricted in their productivity — an issue 
that merits more detailed future research — in addition to copying features of 
copular weorðan-constructions.
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